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Abstracts

Each abstracted article is awarded 0±5 stars for each of four qualities:

(1) depth of research

(2) value in practice

(3) originality of thinking

(4) readability for non-specialists.

No abstract is included for any article awarded less than seven stars

overall.

Solving the CRM conundrum
C. Warboys and M. Vink

DESCRIPTIVE. Direct Response (UK), March 2001, p. 33 (3pp)

Contends that few even of major investors in CRM have experienced `the

dreams woven by CRM vendors', or achieved fully integrated e-CRM.

Indicates six key questions, without answers to which, any CRM solution

will be fragmented. Insists on the impact of CRM on people, processes

and training. Looks at need to cleanse and integrate data, followed by

decisions on media deployment. Distinguishes between Web-enabled and

Web-based solutions. Discusses alternatives of in-house or customised

solutions, or outsourcing to an application service provider; implicitly

favours the latter. Lists ®ve largest vendors, and gives a list of dos and

don'ts for those specifying a CRM system. Gives a tabular indication of

cost headings and sizes, dependent on complexity and number of users.

Too short to solve any conundrums, but a source of clear-eyed and

sensible advice.

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3101

e-CRM
P. Fairhurst

THEORETICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 2,

p. 137 (6pp)

Insists that CRM is neither a technology nor a technology solution, but a

way to run a business. Quotes Paul Hawkes on the key characteristics of

organisations successfully practising CRM. Discusses the assistant role of

technology in capturing data; data mining and statistical analysis; de®ning

business rules; tailoring products to customers; and tailoring interactions

with customers. Stresses the challenges of e-CRM: the remote nature of

e-interactions, making it harder to build trust. Also notes the

opportunities derivable from tracking behaviour and tailoring product,

service and communication. Offers a diagram illustrating the six key

requirements for technological support of CRM. Concludes that

CRM, outsourcing

CRM, technology
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successful CRM demands a holistic approach to integrate customers,

technology and organisational elements across the entire business.

To be read by anyone who thinks that customer relationship management

can be achieved by paying loadsamoney for a software package. Not

much to say to those who have got beyond this point.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3102

Likeability and direct mail: Some observations
J. Rosen®eld

JOURNALISTIC. Direct Marketing (US), September 2000, p. 24 (3pp)

Begins with admission that advertising does not have to be `likeable' to

work well. Then reveals a personal distaste for unlikeable direct

mailshots. Instances, with detailed critical comment, pieces from

National Geographic, Seniors, and the American Association for Retired

Persons.

The light tone of this short piece should not obscure the author's serious

points of criticism of direct mail copy and design.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3103

Printing on a roll
L. Roberts

JOURNALISTIC. Marketing Direct (UK), March 2001, p. 53 (2pp)

Looks at a variety of methods of continuous printing and printers, with a

glance at their relative advantages, both to each other and to the sheet-fed

alternative. Looks at web printing with in-line personalisation Ð the

Rolls Royce answer, especially in price. Finally considers digital printing

and its advantage in one-to-one personalisation Ð but its high cost for

long runs, in contrast to conventional printing where economies of scale

are normally substantial.

An easy-to-read introduction to a few of the arcane terms of the print

world, also giving some elementary guidance to what kind of print options

are open to the direct marketer.

Research: * Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3104

Treatment classi®cation trees: A method for offer segmentation in
direct marketing
P. N. Spring

THEORETICAL, with example. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and

Analysis for Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 201 (18pp)

Notes that offer testing in direct mail is normally designed to determine

Direct mail, copy,
design

Printing,
personalisation

Offer testing,
segmentation, CART,
odds ratios
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the `best' offer to make to all the prospects on a given list. Maintains that

this may be a suboptimal process, since some subgroups within the list

may respond better to one offer even though the list as a whole responds

better to another. Discusses the inspection of odds ratios as a method for

comparing the response percentages of groups receiving different offers.

Proposes a tree-based technique (similar in principle to the classi®cation

and regression tree (CART) technique). Illustrates the technique by

showing the response to two offers in the context of a split variable (in

this case the sex of the individual). Goes on to give an actual illustrative

example intended to indicate when this tree-based technique might be

preferable to logit regression with interaction variables. Finally gives an

anonymised case study which shows signi®cant improvement in

campaign pro®t where six subgroups can be de®ned, each receiving

whichever of the two offers available elicits better response from that

subgroup. Indicates that the tree-based method is at least equal to logit

regression and is simpler to use. Notes that problems in applying this

technique include production costs of alternative offers and also problems

of determining which characteristics are trustworthy for offer

segmentation.

The basic premise is simple and unimpeachable. The description of

methodology is for hardened statisticians only (and is rendered more

dif®cult by a number of silly proo®ng errors). Worth considering.

Research: **** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: *
Ref: 3105

Acquisition pattern analyses for recognising cross-sell opportunities
in the ®nancial services sector
L. Paas and T. Kuijlen

THEORETICAL. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 230 (11pp)

Contends that there is a strong tendency for ®nancial products in

particular to be acquired by customers in a predictable sequence (eg in the

case of a particular Dutch company, current account, followed by savings

account, followed by investment trust, followed by securities). Wishes to

de®ne optimal utilisation of such acquisition patterns for cross-sell

purposes. Describes the use of the Mokken scale analysis to investigate

acquisition patterns, and a sequential logit decision (SLD) model to

establish which clients, at each step in the acquisition process, are most

likely to acquire the next product in the series. Indicates four variables for

the Dutch company's SLD model: whether or not a client deposits income

with the company; if so how much; length of relationship in years; and

age of client in years. Demonstrates how the SLD model was constructed,

its strength, and which variables were positively or negatively signi®cant

at each step in the acquisition process. Suggests this approach may also

be of use in predicting lifetime value.

The text begins by labouring heavily over some elementary (to direct

Cross-selling,
®nancial services,
Mokken scale, SLD,
lifetime value
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marketers) concepts, but the techniques described later are interesting

and could be valuable beyond, as well as within, ®nancial services.

Research: *** Practice: ***Originality: *** Readability: **
Ref: 3106

Finding the best variables for direct marketing models
B. Ratner

THEORETICAL. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 270 (27pp)

Contends that none of the traditional methods of selecting the best

possible set of variables to include in a given model is perfect; in

particular none is well adapted to meeting the speci®c needs of direct

marketing. Provides brief description of ®ve widely used methods of

variable selection: forward selection, backward elimination, stepwise, R-

squared, and rule-of-thumb top-k variables. Criticises all these for

inability to identify structure in data Ð particularly to transform a

variable, or to generate a re-expression, producing a new constructed

variable. Further, these methods do not address the direct marketing need

to maximise cumulative lift. Describes concept of cumulative response,

and cumulative pro®t, lift as shown by decile analysis. Introduces the

GMAX modelling process (using genetic methodology) as an attempt to

build models that will produce more responses, or pro®t, in the upper

deciles. Describes the process of genetic modelling, with an illustrative

example. Discusses the strengths and limitations of the method. Describes

variable selection with GMAX, again with illustrative example. Finally,

points to the need for a ¯exible modelling process where the response

function is non-linear, and offers GMAX as an alternative in such cases to

linear logistic and ordinary regression models.

The ®rst half of this lengthy paper contains material intelligible to and

valuable for the direct marketing generalist who requires an overall

understanding of the modelling process. The rest will be hard going for

non-statisticians, but valuable for the experts.

Research: *****Practice: ***Originality: ****Readability: ***
Ref: 3107

Behavioural segmentation systems: A perspective
B. Birkhead

THEORETICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 2,

p. 105 (8pp)

Contrasts traditional segmentation schemes such as RFV, which are

alleged to be intuitively rather than data led, de®ned in terms of very few

®elds, and allow exact allocation of customers to segments, with

clustering systems based on a large set of behavioural ®elds which group

customers on the basis of (inexact) similarity. Emphasises the

unmanageable number of segments created by the former method as soon

Modelling, variables,
lift, deciles, genetic
modelling

Segmentation, RFV,
clustering
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as the number of ®elds available increases beyond a minimum. Covers

eight steps in the development and validation of an analytical algorithm to

create cluster-based segments. Suggests three main bene®ts derivable

from such an algorithm: a comprehensible and actionable view of a

complex customer base; a framework within which marketing objectives

and strategies can be more potently derived; and a basis for measuring

and tracking marketing effectiveness. Expounds on each advantage.

Holds that development of such systems is a mixture of art and science,

and demands cooperation between marketer and analyst.

Manages to wrap up a fairly simple worthwhile message (necessary for

those still addicted to RFV segmentation and the like) in obfuscatory

language, complete with totally unintelligible diagram.

Research: **Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: **
Ref: 3108

The marketing domino model
O. J. Postma

THEORETICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 2,

p. 129 (8pp)

Distinguishes three phases in the development of websites: a technical

phase led by IT to produce a stable, functional website; a design phase to

create a stimulating, attractive website; and a database marketing phase to

build individual customer relationships. Emphasises that this last phase

needs to be supported by extensive customer data; offers the domino

model as a way of organising the data side of the website. Introduces the

domino model with a graphic representation consisting of a matrix of nine

cells according to which of three levels of detail is available about the

products accessed by consumers, and about individual consumers

themselves. Warns against trying to construct from scratch a site that

collects total detail at the lowest level, as this will lead to overload and

non-use. Describes the circumstances apposite to each cell, the questions

that can be answered by reference to each, the method of analysis

appropriate for each, and the growth paths available for migrating from

one cell to another.

Not sure what it all has to do with dominoes, but the advice to develop a

website gradually from simple to complex is sensible Ð so long as one

does not stop half way.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3109

The content question: Static or dynamic?
M. Cardi

SEMI-TECHNICAL. Direct Marketing (US), September 2000, p. 38 (5pp)

Explains the differences, in use and in method of construction, between

static and dynamic content in a website. Points out that static content is

Websites, dominoes

Websites
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low on development cost, but only suitable where updating is infrequent

(since this is expensive). Illustrates with examples of both static and

dynamic content; points out that a single website can contain elements of

both. Emphasises the marketing imperative of ensuring all content is

accurate and up to date. Indicates other questions in website development

Ð especially that of internal/external resourcing.

A useful brief introduction for anyone planning a website for the ®rst

time.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3110

Real-time database analysis: Customer knowledge as a value-
determining factor in e-commerce
N. E. Walk and E. Kooge

THEORETICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 2,

p. 143 (7pp)

Deals with the analysis of customer behaviour as evinced in site visiting

and e-mail response. Stresses the different nature of e-commerce owing to

the fact that contact no longer lies solely with the organisation but may be

initiated by the consumer. Distinguishes between generic knowledge

derived from registration of hits and transactions and analysis of

clickstreams on the one hand, and individual customer knowledge on the

other. Notes that failure to collect individual data is partly due to the

enormous quantities available, and partly to the lack of integration

between online and of¯ine media. Stresses the need for site visits to begin

with visitor identi®cation, after which analysis of customer data obtained

from all sources will allow the sending, during the site visit, of

appropriate messages/offers. Lists a series of advantages in the use of e-

mail to build customer relationships. Cautions against indiscriminate use

of e-mail.

A slight article giving some strategic advice on collection and use of

customer data online. Would bene®t from more practical examples.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3111

Diving into the online world
J. Kohler and C. Hotz

ANALYTICAL. Direct Marketing (US), October 2000, p. 42 (7pp)

Discusses pros and cons of different methods of attracting customers to

websites: e-mail marketing, banner advertising, af®liate marketing, viral-

based marketing, search-engine optimisation. Notes that all Internet ad

spend is still only $4:6bn per annum (out of $218bn), but is the fastest-

growing medium by far. Considers how, having brought customers to a

site, to retain them as buyers. Looks at companies' online options:

Websites, customer
behaviour, generic
knowledge,
individual knowledge

Websites, advertising
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develop own site; license a customised site from an existing e-tailer; join

a resource pool; stay of¯ine. Brie¯y discusses each.

A very basic but useful and sensible introduction to some of the

fundamental questions of online marketing. Some useful ®gures.

Research: ** Practice: ***Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3112

The marriage of market research and database marketing: A case
study illustrating an integration process and how success can be
achieved
T. Cooper and A. Goulds

CASE STUDY. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 2, p. 150

(7pp)

Introduces the concept of a three-stage business-generating process:

brainstorming, followed by market research, followed by database

marketing. Describes the outline methodology of each: brainstorming to

determine key issues, and gaps in knowledge; market research to

prioritise and clarify key issues and deliver understanding of market

drivers; database marketing to develop data collection tools and build a

database at individual customer level. Estimates three to four months for

completion of these three steps. Details a case study from the sale of

fungicide (by Cyanamid UK) to the potato-growing industry to illustrate

this methodology in action. Discusses the good, the bad and the

unforeseen results of this experience, and the factors critical to success.

Concludes that, although lack of early funding resulted in inadequate

measurement, much greater success was achieved in this case than

expected, and the work was adopted as a prototype by the company in

much larger cereal markets throughout Europe.

A very clear account of the use of a set of common-sense procedures to

achieve a ®rst-class result.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ****
Ref: 3113

Today's changing call centre: An overview
N. Calvert

SURVEY. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 2, p. 168 (8pp)

Illustrates growth in European call-centre market, greatest in the UK.

Gives brief historical survey of reasons. Suggests that growth in Internet

usage will not, as sometimes suggested, lead to the demise of call centres,

but to their migration into contact centres, undertaking sales, customer

service, marketing and accounts/credit control, utilising telephone, digital

TV, Internet, e-mail, WAP and video. Reveals that most call centres (67

per cent) aim to transform themselves `over the next 12 months', but that

only 6 per cent of UK call centres were Web-enabled (in autumn 2000).

Market research,
database marketing,
brainstorming,
fungicide, Cyanamid

Call centres, Internet
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Gives table of new technologies available now, with predictions of time to

likely general use.

None of the ®ndings or predictions is surprising, but to see one's

expectations laid out in clear and quanti®ed form is useful.

Research: *** Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ****
Ref: 3114

Strategy and the Internet
M. E. Porter

ANALYTICAL. Harvard Business Review (US), March 2001, p. 63 (16pp)

Demands a departure from the distorted market signals (revenue, costs

and share prices) that have dominated the rise of the dot.coms, and a

return to the two fundamentals of pro®tability: industry structure and

sustainable competitive advantage. Looks at the in¯uences (some positive

but more negative) of the Internet on industry structure Ð that is, on the

®ve underlying forces of competition: rivalry among existing competitors;

threat of substitution; barriers to entry; bargaining power of suppliers; and

bargaining power of buyers. Disputes the `myth' of the ®rst mover, and

the concept that partnering and outsourcing are the answer to everything.

Foresees that the Internet will continue to erode pro®tability by shifting

power to customers. Considers the position of virtual marketplaces.

Claims that competitive advantage is achieved by improving operational

effectiveness (rarely sustainable) or by strategic positioning: propounds

six principles for the latter. Holds that many Internet pioneers have

violated every established strategic principle. Deplores the use of terms

like e-commerce, e-strategy, the new economy etc, which serve to set the

Internet apart: it should be complementary, not separate. Shows how

Internet activity will often enhance the need for physical activity,

sometimes unexpectedly. Doubts the widespread effect of cannibalisation,

looks at effects of historical IT advances on the value chain. Holds that

most buyers, ultimately, will choose a combination of online and of¯ine,

with channel choice, over pure Internet plays: we will move from e-

business to business; from e-strategy to strategy.

If you read nothing else this year, read this article (an abstract can do it

no justice). Many of the underlying thoughts can be found elsewhere in

the growing retreat from the Internet hype of yesteryear Ð but nowhere

else are they knitted together so forcefully, logically and elegantly.

Research: **Practice: *****Originality: ***Readability: *****
Ref: 3115

The data imperative for Web business: A brief overview
N. Rimay-Muranyi and S. Lawrence

OVERVIEW. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 2, p. 113

(4pp)

Maintains that the current myth that it is much cheaper to do business

Dot.coms, Internet,
pro®tability,
sustainable
competitive
advantage

Dot.coms,
investment, mail
order, ful®lment
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online is dangerous: failing dot.coms could perfectly well be pro®table if

properly managed with suitably directed investment. Emphasises the need

for proper logistics, emphasising the maturity and reliability of mail-order

ful®lment infrastructures. Notes the automatic improvement in data

accuracy inherent in customer-completed Web forms. Finds that much

online `personalisation' is neither clever nor productive (including that of

an iconic book retailer). Emphasises the need for rich external data

sources for geodemographic, lifestyle, credit etc data. Concludes with

brief discussions of the place of geography in a system based on

cyberspace, and why permission marketing has emerged in a B2C

context, but not yet in B2B.

If mail-order ful®lment is a shining beacon for dot.coms, then the latter

must be in very gross darkness. Otherwise, this is an interesting brief run

through some current concerns.

Research: - - - - Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3116

The ten deadly mistakes of wanna-dots
R. M. Kanter

SURVEY. Harvard Business Review (US), January 2001, p. 91 (10pp)

Claims there are only two types of company left Ð dot.coms and wanna-

dots. Based on 300 interviews at 80 companies in three continents, the

author holds that a few wanna-dots are pacesetters; most are laggards

going through successive stages of denial, blame and cosmetic change, to

no good effect. Lists ten proven ways to avoid deep change, and expands

on each. Gives two contrasting short histories of established companies

that made the changes necessary to a successful Web presence: Williams

Sonoma, a cookware catalogue vendor, and Honeywell. Suggests that the

appropriate stages of development are curiosity (instead of denial), self-

questioning (instead of blame), and experimentation (instead of cosmetic

change). Concludes that setting up a website does not change a company;

rather a rethink of the whole mode of organisation is a prerequisite for a

successful website.

A common theme, quite well expounded. Now, who will provide a detailed

warts-and-all case study of precisely how the necessary organisational

change is effected in an established company?

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref 3117

Easy dot.com easy dotgo
H. Burkitt

SURVEY. Market Leader (UK), Winter 2000/2001, p. 36 (5pp)

Claims that the dot.com revolution was founded on greed plus ease of

access; looks at the headlong dot.com rush to advertising in pursuit of

fame, reaching £120m per annum in the UK in 1999/2000. Looks at the

Dot.coms,
organisation

Dot.coms,
advertising, delivery,
information,
communication
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seven deadly dot.com de®ciencies: a clear proposition; branding;

memorability; targeting; charm; delivery; margin. Asks where next? Notes

US belief that e-commerce focus is now on B2B. Holds that a really

successful dot.com does not deliver anything Ð cites Easyjet Ð or does

something the high street cannot do. Suggests the Internet brings together

information and communication, but is much better at the former than the

latter. Predicts that dot.coms will in future have to live within their means.

Notes US data that cost per response is four to eight times as expensive in

online advertising as in of¯ine. Concludes that the dot.com mania has been

bad for the reputations of both marketing and advertising professions.

Knocking the dot.coms is a lot more risk-free now than it might have

seemed two years ago. Nor will you necessarily agree with all of this. But

it is entertainingly written, and even provides food for quite serious

thought.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: *****
Ref: 3118

How e-tailing can rise from the ashes
J. Barsh, B. Crawford and C. Grosso

SURVEY. The McKinsey Quarterly (US), 2000, No. 3, p. 98 (12pp)

Holds that most pure e-tailers will ®nd it structurally impossible to earn a

pro®t, and may thus be doomed; that multi-channel retailing is the new

game in town, but the players remain largely the same. Gives generalised

examples from e-tailing of pharmaceuticals, sporting goods, groceries

and toys to demonstrate the level of losses per order ($4±16) and the

effect of ful®lment costs ($12±16). Demonstrates that to make a

comfortable contribution to overheads and pro®ts requires an order size of

$100, a gross margin of 25 per cent plus and a ful®lment cost of $5.

Indicates that a fully functioning website, plus back-end systems, costs

$15±20m per year (30 per cent in hardware and software). An e-tailer

must have a revenue of $1bn per annum to break even on low-ticket items

(Amazon has $1:2bn). Looks at challenges facing Amazon, booksellers,

druggists, clothiers and grocers. Concludes the advantage lies with real-

world incumbents Ð especially direct marketers. Closes with six pieces

of advice for success on the Web.

Everyone is saying it this year, so it must be true. (Except that everyone

was saying the opposite last year, and it evidently was not true.) Anyway,

this is an interesting attempt to put serious ®gures to e-tailing enterprises.

Research: *** Practice: **** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 3119

Buying DRTV
S. Pearson

JOURNALISTIC. Marketing Direct (UK), March 2001, p. 43 (2pp)

Looks at the proliferation of TV channels, and expects a revolution in the

E-tailing, ful®lment,
direct marketing

DRTV, digital TV,
IVR, ful®lment
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science of buying DRTV airtime. Insists on the importance of timing and

positioning Ð greater than with brand advertising. Suggests DRTV may

not work well with high-rated programmes: the most responsive channels

have been three that are now closed. Points to the importance of response

handling and ful®lment. Suggests need for reverse-action planning: start

with ful®lment and work backwards. Recommends use of IVR where

appropriate. Expects arrival of interactive TV to give high response

levels, but with possibly lowered conversion rates. Holds that digital TV

will increase number of niche channels (from present total of 250

channels), and expects to see DRTV moving into the mainstream. Gives a

brief example of a charity using DRTV successfully.

An excellent piece of journalism, being both practical and readable.

Research: * Practice: **** Originality: * Readability: ****
Ref: 3120

Customerization: The next revolution in mass customization
J. Wind and A. Rangaswamy

CONCEPTUAL. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 15, No. 1,

p. 13 (20pp)

Distinguishes between mass customisation (producing products or services

in many variants to meet individual needs) and customerisation, which

combines mass customisation with customised marketing, and is a buyer-

centric enhancement of one-to-one marketing and personalisation.

Indicates contrasting characteristics of personalised marketing, one-to-

one, and customisation; claims their particular salience in B2B. Gives

examples from Dell and the motor trade. Lists the advantages of mass

customisation, and the new options that customerisation can provide.

Claims that customerisation challenges all ®xed ideas of marketing Ð eg

on product design, R&D, pricing, segmentation Ð because the customer is

now `an active participant in every stage of the exchange process'. Quotes

customer power over problems in Intel and in the music industry. Gives

instances of product design by customer, and its effect on loyalty. Instances

effects of reverse auctions and buying circles on pricing: expects `dynamic

pricing' to become the norm. Notes the added value of providing

knowledge/education as well as product or service. Gives examples of

alternative distribution strategies for online shopping. Points out that

customerisation will not replace standardisation, personalisation and one-

to-one, but exist in parallel. Discusses issues of privacy, heightened

customer expectations and choice overload. Suggests customers may be

reluctant to pay a premium for customerisation. Emphasises the

implications of customerisation for company organisation.

A very interesting attempt to ®t a whole series of production and

marketing developments and ideas into a coherent pattern Ð but overlong

and marred by irritatingly uncouth terminology.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: *** Readability: **
Ref: 3121
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Direct marketers' use of public records: Current legal environment
and outlook for the future
J. E. Phelps and M. D. Bunker

LEGAL. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 15, No. 1, p. 33

(16pp)

Looks at the legal status and public perception of the commercial access

to and use of public record data about individuals in the USA. Gives an

idea of the enormously complex and con¯icting positions occasioned by

differing state legislation. Lists states which prohibit either access or use,

or permit other agencies to do so. Gives results of public opinion survey

on acceptability of different types of personal data being available to

different parties. Shows what kind of balance public opinion holds

between the need to protect commercial (or journalistic) freedom of

speech against protection of privacy (the former gets a low score).

Surmises that future US legislation is likely to lean towards greater

prohibition of access to (though not of use of) public records.

Important reading for anyone involved in the US privacy debate.

Interesting Ð at a less detailed level Ð for Europeans, who would be ill-

advised to think that data protection legislation has put this issue ®nally

to rest.

Research: ***Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3122

The data-mining process: At a critical crossroads in development
K. A. Saban

THEORETICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 8, No. 2,

p. 157 (11pp)

Notes the huge recent increase in data mining (DM) in the USA, and the

growing questioning of the practice by privacy advocates. Gives selection

of justi®cations for both positions. Suggests there are two approaches to

DM management: a micro-management approach focusing on short-term

outcomes, and a macro or balanced management approach based on

exceeding the needs of all stakeholders. Distinguishes intrusion privacy

from informational privacy: regards the latter as the more serious issue.

Gives instances of recent media stories. Discusses the formation of

business ethics, and whether these are market driven or sales driven Ð

concerned with outcomes or with process. Gives details of ®ve issues

(`data mines') that can derail a company's data-mining activities: false

expectations; process ef®ciency; stakeholder harmony; privacy rights;

self-regulation. Gives pessimistic view of extent of effective self-

regulation. Suggests guidelines for a balanced management approach to

data mining.

The analysis of the practical and ethical problems is clear and acute.

Unfortunately, reliance on consumer answers to loaded questions tends to

devalue the message. Brief references to EU practice are highly

inaccurate (as is usual in US literature).

Privacy, freedom of
speech, US
legislation

Data mining, privacy,
stakeholding, ethics,
self-regulation
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Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3123

Consumer complaints by e-mail: An exploratory investigation of
corporate responses and customer reactions
J. Strauss and D. J. Hill

SURVEY. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 15, No. 1, p. 63

(11pp)

Reveals that in 1999 there were over 569 million e-mail boxes worldwide.

Seeks to compare e-mail complaint handling with postal response. Quotes

®nding that in 1999 39 per cent of top 100 UK companies did not respond

to e-mail questions/brochure requests; 50 per cent of latter were not

ful®lled within two months. In the US 31 per cent of ®rms replied within

one day; 34 per cent later; 25 per cent did not respond; 10 per cent had no

e-mail address. Postal response rates were a bit better but slow (average

14±21 days). Describes a study using students to send an e-mail

complaint to a company: 53 per cent received no response; responses took

an average of six days. Studies whether replies were personalised;

addressed the speci®c problem; offered redress; were signed, etc. Looks at

effects of responses on complainants, and draws conclusions regarding

best practice.

A rather super®cial study which nevertheless demonstrates the shameful

truth about the primitive condition of customer service in the real world,

quite unconnected with the fantasies of all-singing all-dancing CRM

theorists.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: **
Ref: 3124

Making brand loyalty programmes succeed
B. Wansink and S. Seed

SURVEY. Journal of Brand Management (UK), Vol. 8, No. 3, p. 211

(12pp)

Discusses the best practices of loyalty programmes, as revealed through

37 telephone interviews and 84 mail surveys with appropriate managers.

Asks what products/services are best suited to such programmes and

concludes these are high-margin, non-unique, high-involvement items

which consumers invest heavily in over time. Asks what consumer data

should be collected: product usage, purchasing habits, feelings, attitudes,

personality and demographics. Lists the `three Rs' of loyalty programmes

Ð relevance to the consumer, rewards, and retention Ð and discusses

each. Enquires how to measure cost-effectiveness of a programme, and

gives an equation for this purpose. Asks what are appropriate consumer

bene®t levels, and describes a questionnaire distribution offering varying

levels of reward across three product lines to some 153 consumers

divided between light, moderate and heavy users. Evaluates optimum

strategy for each type of user, and also for non-users. Emphasises that

E-mail, complaint
handling

Loyalty, brands
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loyalty programmes are long-term propositions which involve

commitment over years, not months.

Sensible advice of a fairly common-sense kind. But the size of the survey

is scarcely adequate to bear the weight of the conclusions.

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 3125

`On-brand banking': An examination of the factors contributing to
effective branding and brand development through direct marketing
in the consumer ®nancial services sector
F. Debling

THEORETICAL, WITH SURVEY. Journal of Financial Services Marketing

(UK), Vol. 5, No. 2, p. 150 (24pp)

Notes the high volume and cost of ®nancial services direct mail (£1:6bn

in the UK in 1998) and the low level of brand awareness, coupled with

consumer dislike of direct mail and the lack of a relational objective.

Describes a series of 15 in-depth interviews undertaken with experts in

direct marketing (DM) brand building and experienced practitioners in

®nancial services direct marketing. Offers four key success criteria for

building brand loyalty through DM: relevance, differentiation,

consistency and credibility. Discusses each in a direct mail context.

Analyses interviewees' views of DM branding against models identi®ed

from subject literature. Considers whether there may be barriers

preventing ®nancial services providers from using DM for strategic

marketing; lists short-termism, space required by ®nancial regulations,

product intangibility, and consumers' perceived lack of interest in speci®c

product categories. Discusses ways of overcoming these barriers.

Proposes an alternative model for effective brand building by DM in

®nancial services. Concludes with a lengthy appendix on the ®rst three of

the above key success criteria Ð relevance, differentiation and

consistency Ð with reference to the experiences of a number of named

companies.

No startling or unexpected conclusions, but an interesting (with

particular reference to the appendix) discussion.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 3126

Brand mythology
S. Nazerali

THEORETICAL. Journal of Brand Management (UK), Vol. 7, No. 6, p. 405

(7pp)

Contends that marketers make no attempt to understand the basis for a

relationship between an animate consumer and an inanimate brand; holds

that it is the ability of a brand to play a developmental part in a person's

life. Aims to deconstruct the power of brands Ð to explain how brands

Loyalty, branding,
direct marketing,
®nancial services

Brands, myths,
trademarks
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can matter. Traces the convergence of three powerful currents Ð the

demise of `classicism'; the demise of religion; and the developmental

nature of humankind Ð giving rise to the convergence of business and

religion. Looks at the place of myth in human societies. Claims that

myths are metaphorical stories of milestones, or life stages, passed by

individuals in society. Illustrates by reference to Little Red Riding Hood.

Holds that brands which matter are those which have taken over the role

once performed by myths. As examples of this, quotes Nike (as Merlin)

and AnaõÈs AnaõÈs (the fairy godmother). Holds that there are too many

trademarks in the world: the answer lies not in persuading but in

mattering. Gives a list of six questions for an agency to ask a client before

seeking to turn a brand into a myth.

I never did manage to ®nish The Golden Bough and even a little of this

can be too much. But it is a change from the usual stodgy stuff on brand

management, and if it makes you think, then good on it.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: *** Readability: ***
Ref: 3127
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